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Abstract: Yeats suffered the Irish Civil War in the 1920s while Heaney experienced
the turbulent period of Northern Troubles in the period from 1968 to 1998. This
paper aims to investigate how Yeats and Heaney reacted to these internal wars in
their poems. To be specific about Yeats’s reaction to the political turmoil, we can
find that his spiritual and artistic disposition made him escape into the spiritual
utopia, including unrequited love and the ideal past. And his Anglo-Irish background
made him praise the Easter Rising in a rather ambiguous way and he was even
disillusioned with the political turbulence. Meanwhile we can hear his haughty voice
as an Anglo-Irish in his later period. Meanwhile, Heaney reacted to the Northern
Troubles in a resistant but moderate way. And he seemed to try to access the ethnic
and religious discrimination in a more objective way by investigating the root of
conflict as well as some reconciliative strategies for the sectarian problems. What
Yeats has in common with Heaney is that, belonging to the minority facing the
insoluble war, they could not but be inner emigrés.
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제목: 아일랜드 내전에 대한 예이츠와 히니의 반응
우리말 요약: 예이츠는 1920대의 내전을, 히니는 1968년부터 98년까지의 북아일랜드
사태라는 혼돈의 시대를 경험했다. 이 논문은 이 두 시인의 이 같은 내전에 대한 반
응을 그들의 시를 통해 고찰함을 목적으로 한다. 내전에 대한 예이츠의 반응을 구체적
으로 살펴보면 그는 처음부터 그의 영적 기질과 앵글로 아이리시라는 사회적 정체성
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에 따라 이룰 수 없는 사랑이나 이상적 과거라는 영적인 유토피아로 도피하려 했고,
아일랜드 공화국 탄생의 밑거름이었던 부활절 봉기에 대해서도 애매한 찬사를 보냈으
며, 내전에 대해서는 환멸과 의도적 회피를 나타냈음을 알 수 있었다. 그러나 그의 후
기 시에서는 낭만적 아일랜드를 옹호하는 앵글로 아이리시의 귀족적인 어조를 찾아낼
수 있었다. 한편 히니의 경우에는 가톨릭 차별에 대해 온건한 저항을 보이지만 다른
한편으로는 북아일랜드 사태의 근원을 찾아내려함과 동시에 화해적인 전략을 추구함
으로써.객관적으로 반응하려 했음을 알 수 있었다. 그러나 예이츠와 히니는 이 같이
해결할 수 없는 내전 상황에서 소수파 예술가이기 때문에 내적 망명인의 길을 택할
수 밖에 없었다는 공통점을 갖고 있다.
주제어: 예이츠, 히니, 내전, 소수 앵글로 아이리시, 얼스터의 소수 가톨릭, 내적 망명인
저자: 홍성숙은 청주대학교 영어영문학과 교수이다. 그녀는 몇 권의 저서와 60편 이상
의 논문을 출간했다, 책으로는 현대 아일랜드 문학전통과 셰이머스 히니의 시 ,
영국 르네상스 시와 성 문화 그리고 현대 영미 시와 문명진단 등이 있다.
____________________________________

I. Introduction

Y eats’s

and Heaney’s inner conflicts are partly based upon the Irish political

turmoils; Yeats, because of his dual identity as an Anglo-Irish during the
turbulent period of power change, had to suffer from mental conflict and
loneliness while Heaney, a member of the Catholic minority who lived in the
prejudicial area also had to experience the trauma which originated from
Northern Troubles of 1968 to 1998. To understand that Yeats’s and Heaney’s
inner conflicts came from the Irish political turmoil, we’ll begin this paper by
talking about the Easter Rising, a movement for the Irish independence.
The Easter Rising as a myth of sacrifice, combined with help of Fenian’s
sacrifice like the unsuccessful Irish Republic Army’s Hunger Strike, was one
of the most important milestones ensuring Irish freedom. Before Easter Rising
there were already the attempt of Home Rule by the leaders of Sin Fein and
the symptom of civil war among Ulster Protestants against Home Rule. As
far as the British were concerned, the Rising was an act of treachery and
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they executed sixteen of the leaders, which provided the opportunity for the
Catholic Church to change years of hostility to the Fenians. And to millions
of Irish people, the leader of the rebellion, Pearse and his comrades became
heroes and martyrs to a great cause-the freedom of Ireland.
Although the Irish Civil War went back to the implantation of England,
the civil war in the twentieth century was provoked by Ulster Protestants who
wanted to keep the long relationship with England. Since the Free State of
Ireland, such problems rooted from the long history has remained as what
color the Irish identity or nationalism should be defined even in southern 26
counties and who should have the hegemony- the Anglo-Irish Protestant or
the Gaelic Catholic.
Yeats’s political conflict was derived from the fact that he belonged to the
minority of Southern Ireland, in other words, the declining Anglo-Irish while
Heaney’s one originated from the fact that he belonged to the minority of
Northern Ireland. Northern Troubles in 1968 was a new outbreak of armed
conflict to end the partition of Ireland. Catholics in Northern Ireland copied
the black people’s struggle in the US during the 1950s and 1960s, demanding
fair treatment for housing and employment. While Independent Ireland was
gradually developing its own separate character, Northern Ireland held firm to
the Unionist link. Thanks to its industries, it was more prosperous than its
southern neighbour. However, the prosperity was not equally shared.
Two-thirds of the population were Protestants, and their leaders used their
control of local government and business to deny Catholics a fair share of the
jobs and housing. Many Catholics looked south for support of their rights. By
protestants’ demanding, in 1969 the British government ordered soldiers to
patrol the streets of Belfast and Derry. At first, Catholics welcomed the troops
as defenders. However, the IRA soon saw a chance to join the conflict to
defend Catholics, but were soon on the offensive with a campaign of bombing
and shooting, both in Ulster and on the British mainland. The IRA campaign
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went on for 25 years with about 3000 people murdered. Many people on both
sides supported peace movements, but the two communities remained divided
by separate schooling, housing and even sports. Through patient talks, in 1994,
the IRA announced the end of its campaign of violence.

II. Yeats’s Reaction to the Civil War
Yeats as Anglo-Irish1) lived in the crucially turbulent period when the
Irish had to make their own identity through the important historical events
such as Home Rules, Gaelic Union, Irish Literary Revival, Easter Rising and
so on. Yeats’s reaction to the transitional and turbulent period can be
summarized in three: one is to accept the change; another is to react in
somewhat ambiguous disillusionment and the third is to resist in an angry
voice. Yeats tried to establish the political independence through inspiring
Celticism, which means he accepted the Gaelic culture as the main color of
Free State Ireland. However, since Yeats, Lady Gregory and J.M.Synge, main
members of Irish Literary Revival belonged to Anglo-Irish Ascendency, they
wanted not to completely separate from England unlike most Catholic and
Gaelic people. Ironically, their attempt to make a new romantic Ireland was
fated to weaken their position from ascendancy group to outsiders and his
romantic and spiritual land was thought to be ‘a cracked mirror of a servant’.
And also, the Abbey Theatre’s rampage on Synge’s work such as “A Playboy
of a Western World” shows that there was a great gap between Anglo-Irish
nationalism and Gaelic Catholic one. After the Easter Rising, Yeats’s anxiety
seems to have changed into disillusionment and fear. However in his later
works after Tower, we can witness Yeats strongly advocated the Anglo-Irish
culture. From now on, we’ll illustrate this hypothesis through reading Yeats’s
poems.
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First, we’ll go to Yeats’s reaction to the Easter Rising and then the civil
War. The World War I seems to have promoted the Irish nationalists’
movement for independence from Britain. Patrick Pearse, a leader of Easter
Rising also thought that while Britain was distracted by war, there was a
perfect chance to start a rising for Irish independence. They sent messengers
to Germany to get weapons, and joined forces with James Connolly, the
leader of a small militia, the Irish Citizen Army. Since 1916, the anxiety of
the Anglo-Irish has increased. The key word and line of Yeat’s “Easter
Rising” are ‘change’ and ‘A terrible beauty is born’. The rebels or sacrificers
in this poem are pictured as motley, ignorant and casual comedians with
somewhat negative nuance. Moreover, Yeats’s thought about Easter Rising
seems to have been accompanied by surprise and anxiety as well as praise,
which can be inferred from the line like “Was it needless death after all?/
For England may keep faith/ For all that is done and said.” Besides, the
line-“A terrible beauty is born.” also can be thought that Yeats has the dual
and ambiguous mind.
What is it but nightfall?
No, no, not night but death;
Was it needless death after all?
For England may keep faith
For all that is done and said.
We know their dream; enough
To know they dreamed and are dead;
And what if excess of love
Bewildered them till they died?
. . . .
Wherever green is worn,
Are changed, changed utterly:
A terrible beauty is born. (CP, 204-205)
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Yeats’s prediction about the future was shadowed by the brutality and evil
in the poems like “Demon and Beast” and “The Second Coming”. Especially,
“The Second Coming” seems to indicate the brutalizing effect of fanaticism
leading to the Irish Civil war as well as the atmosphere of post-war Europe.
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity. (CP 210-211)

And Yeats’s “Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen” precisely depicts the
situation of Yeats’ time toward the civil war but also the horrors of the war.
Especially, 4th stanza of the first part describes the days of war. Here,
dragon-ridden days mean days without peace. Nightmares disturb sound sleep.
Drunken soldiers run away without punishment after killing a mother. The
nights are full of terror and people are trembling with fear. The poet
compares themselves with a weasel which is fighting in a hole, not knowing
the wider world. Through this, we can infer Yeats’s thought that the Irish
people must overcome the fanatical bigotry.
Now days are dragon-ridden, the nightmare
Rides upon sleep: a drunken soldiery
Can leave the mother, murdered at her door,
To crawl in her own blood, and go scot-free;
The night can sweat with terror as before
We pieced our thoughts into philosophy,
And planned to bring the world under a rule,
Who are but weasels fighting in a hole. (CP 233)
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Further, in “Meditations in Time of Civil War”, we could figure out the
adversities facing Yeats in time of the civil war. The 5th and 6th parts of
this poem depict his uncomfortable situation in the period of the civil war.
Especially, Part 5 subtitled The Road at My Door shows Yeats’s complaint of
the situation that a violent irregular soldier is confronted with a government
soldier in the national uniform around his house. There have been fourteen
days of civil war, and the speaker who cannot achieve his dream in reality
feels even envy for the fighters’ energy. And the speaker is astounded by the
fighters’ casual attitudes towards death.
An affable Irregular,
A heavily-built Falstaffian man,
Comes cracking jokes of civil war
As though to die by gunshot were
The finest play under the sun.
A brown Lieutenant and his men,
Half dressed in national uniform,
Stand at my door, and I complain
Of the foul weather, hail and rain,
A pear-tree broken by the storm.
I count those feathered balls of soot
The moor-hen guides upon the stream,
To silence the envy in my thought;
And turn towards my chamber, caught
In the cold snows of a dream. (CP 229-230)

The sixth part subtitled The Stare’s Nest by My Window informs us of
the persona’s situation of being closed, only listening to the news of killing
men and burning houses. The speaker depicts the madness that is shaking his
nation. Nevertheless, the persona wishes that honeybee will come build and
cool his hatred in the empty house.
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We are closed in, and the key is turned
On our uncertainty; somewhere
A man is killed, or a house burned,
Yet no clear fact to be discerned:
Come build in the empty house of a stare.
A barricade of stone or of wood;
Some fourteen days of civil war;
Last night they trundled down the road
That dead young soldier in his blood:
Come build in the empty house of the stare.
We had fed the heart on fantasies,
The heart’s grown brutal from the fare;
More substance in our enmities
Than in our love; O honey-bees,
Come build in the empty house of the stare. (CP 230-231)

Yeats’s moderate reaction containing acceptance and ambiguity gradually
changed into the strong resistance by advocating the Anglo-Irish in his later
period, which is exemplified by “The Municipal Gallery Revisited” and “The
Marching Songs”. In the sixth part of “The Municipal Gallery Revisited”,
Yeats advocates the strength of the Anglo-Irish literary people such as John
Synge, Yeats himself and Augusta Gregory by saying ‘we must grow up
from the Irish soil that they grow stronger by earth force like Antaeus2)’.
vi
(An image out of Spenser and the common tongue).
John Synge, I and Augusta Gregory, thought
All that we did, all that we said or sang
Must come from contact with the soil, from that
Contact everything Antaeus-like grew strong.
We three alone in modern times had brought
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Everything down to that sole test again,
Dream of the noble and the beggar-man. (CP 369)

The first stanza of “Three Marching Songs” exposes the reason why the
Anglo-Irish should leave Ireland in a reproaching term.
i
REMEMBER all those renowned generations,
They left their bodies to fatten the wolves,
They left their homesteads to fatten the foxes,
Fled to far countries, or sheltered themselves
In cavern, crevice, or hole,
Defending Ireland’s soul. (CP 377)

And also he shows his wish for leaving for holy and artistic country in
the poem like “Sailing to Byzantium”.
Once out of nature I shall never take
My bodily form from any natural thing,
But such a form as Grecian goldsmiths make
Of hammered gold and gold enamelling
To keep a drowsy Emperor awake;
Or set upon a golden bough to sing
To lords and ladies of Byzantium
Of what is past, or passing, or to come. (CP 218)

III. Heaney’s Reaction to Northern Troubles
Northern Troubles is deep rooted in the problem between Irish Catholics
and English Protestants in Ulster. Influenced by American Black Movement of
1960s. Northern Troubles was originated in Ulster from majority English
Protestant’s discrimination in the field of house, education and getting jobs
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against minority Irish Catholics. However, it turned into a full-scale troubles,
amounting to virtually a war between IRA and England. Therefore it can be
called the second civil war.
Heaney participated in demonstrations and the Gaelic Association to resist
this discrimination policy. However, considering Heaney’s poems as a whole,
he seems to solve the Northern Troubles from the perspective of revisionism,
characterized by defining Irish identity as Gaelic through accepting the
cultural hybridization and attacking prejudice of Catholic jingoism and finally
trying to reinvent and expand Irish identity. In case of Heaney, he began his
poetic journey as an informer of the dispossessed Catholic minority of
Northern Ireland. Gradually, he comes to recognize that he cannot be an
informer or internee and that Ireland is convoluted in many ways including
ethnicity, religion and language. Moreover, he discovers this violence is partly
due to the prejudice and intolerance of the Catholic community of Northern
Ireland. His final answer was to leave Northern Ireland stained with violence.
His first and second poetry collections such as Death of Naturalist and
Door into the Dark feature the depiction of the Gaelic agricultural tradition he
belongs to. On one hand, the poet tries to define his identity by digging their
tradition and history; on the other hand, he wants to be away from the
community’s politics and religion, referring himself as Janus, which can be
evidenced by reading the two contrary poems-“Digging” and “Personal
Helicon”. In “Digging”, the poet declares his purpose of writing is to follow the
tradition of ancestors by digging with his pen while in “Personal Helicon” he
confesses his purpose of writing is to rhyme to see himself, to set the darkness
echoing. That kind of dual attitude appears here and there in his poems.
And Heaney seems to investigate some differences between Catholics and
Protestants living in the same place, Ulster, to solve the religious conflict.
“Docker” and “Poor Women in a City Church” depict the contrary attitudes
Protestants and Catholics show. A taciturn Protestant man and a poor mythic
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Catholic woman expose the religious conflict in Ulster. A Protestant male
working on the dock is described as a secular realistic and intolerant person
while a poor Catholic woman as an unrealistic believer in supernatural power.
The first stanza of “Docker” shows a strong and stern Protestant in Ulster. And
the second stanza parodies his intolerance. And the third stanza exposes that
his God consisting of work and rest must be secular. And the fourth stanza
informs us that the Protestant docker dominates like a dictator in his house.
There, in the corner, staring at his drink.
The cap juts like a gantry’s crossbeam,
Cowling plated forehead and sledgehead jaw.
Speech is clamped in the lips’ vice.
That fist would drop a hammer on a CatholicOh yes, that kind of thing could start again.
The only Roman collar he tolerates
Smiles all round his sleek pint of porter.
Mosaic imperatives bang home like rivets;
God is a foreman with certain definite views
Who orders life in shifts of work and leisure.
A factory horn will blare the Resurrection.
He sits, strong and blunt as a Celtic cross,
Clearly used to silence and an armchair:
Tonight the wife and children will be quiet
At slammed door and smoker’s cough in the hall (DN 28)

Meanwhile Heaney seems to probe into the difference in Ulster Catholic
woman from Ulster Protestant man in the poem of “Poor Women in a City
Church”. The first and second stanzas describe the mythic atmosphere of the
Catholic church. The third stanza contrasts the miserable woman with the
luxurious church.
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The small wax candles melt to light,
Flicker in marble, reflect bright
Asterisks on brass candlesticks:
At the Virgin’s altar on the right,
Blue flames are jerking on wicks.
Old dough-faced called women with black shawls
Drawn down tight kneel in the stalls.
Cold yellow candle-tongues, blue flame
Mince and caper as whispered calls
Take wing up to the Holy name.
Thus each day in the sacred place
They kneel. Golden shrines, altar lace,
Marble columns and cool shadows
Still them, In the gloom you cannot trace
A wrinkle on their beeswax brows. (DN 29)

The third poetry collection, Wintering Out is full of poems carrying the
sense of fear and dispossession in language, land, history and people. The
prelude, “For David Hammond and Michael Longly”, describes the miserable
Catholics of Ulster like the internees in war.
Is there a life before death? That’s chalked up
on a wall downtown. Competence with pain,
coherent miseries, a bite and sup,
we hug our little destiny again. (WO, prelude)

And “Servant Boy” is the poem in which Heaney’s mastery of language
is supremely shown by hiding his resistant spirit in dual meanings. Blake
Morrison commented on this poem as follows: “This poem is one of several
sly declarations of resistance, show a patronizing view of Irishness.”(Morrison
36) And Arthur McGuinness reviewed it as a poem attacking Englishman’s
prejudice against the Irish literary people.(McGuinness 80) The first and
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second stanzas say about the miserable life of a servant boy living in an
outhouse like a slave-blooded jobber and old work-whore, wintering out and
flattering his master. And the third to the last stanzas expose the servant
boy’s anger toward the master by referring to him as ‘you’. The poetry can
be interpreted in two ways that a servant boy enters the house of hen called
baron to carry the warm eggs; or that a servant boy resentful and impenitent
enters the master house to carry bombs. The reason such different
interpretations are possible is that ‘baron’ means ‘nobles’ or ‘a kind of hen’;
‘egg’ means ‘hen’s product’ or ‘bomb’.
He is wintering out
the back-end of a bad year,
swinging a hurricane-lamp
through some outhouse;
a jobber among shadows.
old work-whore, slaveblood, who stepped fair-hills
under each bidder’s eye
and kept your patience
and your counsel, how
you draw me into
your trail. Your trail
broken from haggard to stable,
a straggle of fodder
stiffened on snow,
comes first-footing
the back doors of the little
barons: resentful
and impenitent,
carrying the warm eggs. (WO 7)
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Heaney comes to recognize that Ireland is hybridized in religion, ethnicity
and language. Even when the poet feels his recognition of hybridization and
the need for reconciliation, his poem can be read in two ways that a reader
can grasp the poet’s idea of accepting the hybridity; or that a reader can
catch the poet’s will to restore the Irish own identity. The poem like
“Anahorish” is an example. The name of ‘Anahorish’ is derived from the
Irish language ‘Anach fhior uisce’ which means ‘my place of clear water’.
The invasion of the English had a massive effect on the consonant of Gaelic
language. Nevertheless, the Gaelic language still shows the feature in the
vowel. In this poem, the speaker reveals his reconciliative intention rather
than his anguish of plunder, which can be supported by Heaney’s interview
with Seamus Deane saying that “Heaney suggests the reconciliative gesture
throughout this poem”.3) However, we can also find his resistant spirit in that
the poet also expresses the strong life-force of the Irish people, feeling
sympathy for the utterly poor & anguished people.
My ‘place of clear world’
the first hill in the world
where springs washed into
the shiny grass
and darkened cobbles
in the bed of the lane.
Anahorish, soft gradient
of consonant, vowel-meadow,
after-image of lamps
swung through the yards
on winter evenings.
With pails and barrows
those mound-dwellers
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go waist-deep in mist
to break the light ice
at wells and dunghills. (WO, 16)

Heaney seems to have kept his balance and have an objective view of
Northern Troubles, searching for freedom and peace. And he even asks his
Catholic community to be responsible for this turmoil. In “Limbo” and
“Punishment”

Heaney

points

out

that

violence

lies

in

the

rigid

authoritarianism and the intolerance of Catholicism. In “Limbo” he attacks
Catholic’s taboo of contraception and abortion and in “Punishment”, he
criticizes violence coming from Irish jingoism. In “Punishment” which deals
with an Irish girl who committed adultery with an English soldier, the
speaker exposes the very ambiguous attitude toward violence by showing his
sympathy for a victim or antipathy for the communal violence.
Besides probing into the root of the conflict, Heaney also suggests the
way to solve the problems of Northern Ireland. First of all, to solve the
religious conflict, Heaney seems to suggest going back to paganism where no
conflict between Catholicism and Protestantism exists. In “The Funeral Rites”,
Heaney suggests the pagan funeral ceremony as a way to get over the
religious division. Another way to overcome the conflict of Northern Troubles
is to keep the Janus-like balance. In “Terminus” the poet confesses that he is
on the boundary. Heaney’s confession that he cannot but be an in-between is
proved by his interview with Neil Corcoran.
I was always going backwards and forwards...I seemed always to be a little
displaced; being in between was a kind of condition, from the start.
(Corcoran, 13)

The word ‘terminus’ includes two meanings: final and first stops. In the
first part of this poem, the poet is conscious of himself standing between city
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and country or between field and factory. The speaker of “Terminus” still feels
guilty by expressing himself as an egoistic man. And the speaker also mentions
agony of lying between the English and the Irish. However, he also confesses
that it is easier to share the English culture and the Irish one. And the poet
compares himself to the last Earl negotiating and fleeing from his country.
iii
Two buckets were easier carried than one.
I grew up in between.
My left hand placed the standard iron weight.
My right tilted a last grain in the balance.
Baronies, parishes met where I was born.
When I stood on the central stepping stone
I was the last earl on horseback in midstream
Still parleying, in earshot of his peers. (HL, 4-5)

The third way to resolve this entanglement is to choose to be an emigré,
in other words, to leave his community escaping from the turmoil.
“Exposure” shows his anguish and excuse prior to leaving his community.
The diamond absolutes.
I am neither internee nor informer;
An inner emigre, grown long-haired
And thoughtful; a wood-kerne
Escaped from the massacre,
Taking protective colouring
From bole and bark, feeling
Every wind that blows;
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Who, blowing up these sparks
For their meagre heat, have missed
The once-in-a-lifetime portent,
The comet’s pulsing rose. (N, 73)

And the fourth way to solve the sectarianism is to expand Irishness into
the European context. To take an example, Heaney brought his poetic
materials, sometimes from Greek and Roman literary works, an omphalos of
the western literature. Some of the Heaney’s later poems search for the
content as well as the form from the classics like Aeneid or Dante’s works.
“The Golden Bough” and “Journey back” of Seeing Things and “Virgil:
Eclogue ix” and “Sonnets from Hellas” of Electric Light are the examples.

IV. Conclusion
Modern Ireland suffered from ethnic and religious conflicts in the process
of restoring identity and independence. Yeats suffered the Irish Civil War in
the 1920s while Heaney experienced the turbulent period of Northern Troubles
in the period between 1968 to 1998. Through rereading the poems by the
two poets from the perspective of reaction to civil war, we can come to the
following conclusion: although Yeats inspired Irish Literary Revival and
reinvented the image of Ireland as a mythic and romantic one, he could not
but live in some anxiety and disillusionment because Irish Free State was
tilted to the color of Gaelic Catholicism. To be specific about Yeats’s
reaction to the political turmoil, his spiritual and artistic disposition always
made him escape himself into the spiritual utopia including love and the ideal
past and his social class as an Anglo-Irish made him express the reluctance
to Easter Rising and show disillusionment and fear to the political turbulence.
However, in his later period, we can witness he advocated Romantic Ireland
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in Anglo-Irish’s haughty voice.
Meanwhile, Heaney seems to have reacted to Northern Troubles in a
resistant but moderate way, exposing the spot of discrimination and violence.
However, he also seems to have tried to keep his individual and objective
view of Northern Troubles by investigating the root of conflict and also by
suggesting some reconciliative strategies. What Yeats has in common with
Heaney is that they were fated to be inner emigrés who had to leave their
native country or wander around because the Irish ethnic and religious
conflicts were not an “easy-to-solve” problem for the artists belonging to the
minority.

Notes
1) Anglo-Irish Ascendancy ruled and predominated from the 17th century to the end of the 18th
century. Interestingly they, influenced by some stimulation of the American and French
Revolution, wanted their political freedom from England. However, they were fated to decline
especially due to the enforcement of Catholic nationalism in the 19th century. To consolidate
their unstable position, they wanted to make reconciliations, however, especially after the birth of
Irish Free State which wanted Irish identity to be Gaelic and Catholic. In the process of
establishing the Republic of Ireland, jingoistic nationalism harassed them, and many of them left
their own country.
2) Antaeus is a mythic person, son of Poseidon, who fought with Heracules and he gets stronger
whenever he touches the ground by earth-force.
3) Seamus Deane, “Unhappy and at Home: An Interview with Seamus Heaney,” Crane Bag 1. 1
(1977), 70.
“I had a great sense of release as they were being written, a joy and devil-may-careness, and
that convinced me that one could be faithful to the nature of the English language for in some
senses these poems are erotic mouth music by and out of the Anglo-Saxon tongue ― and, at the
same time, be faithful to one’s own non-English origin, for me that is County Derry. That
glimpse is enough to convince me that this is a proper aspiration for our poetry.”
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